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Abstract
This JWP Focus paper argues that material culture transformation can be understood 
as the transformation of the way human beings and material culture mutually open 
up their potentialities. Such opening up/becoming takes place in the domains of 
their encounter, which often take the form of human communications. In commu-
nication, human beings and material culture mutually mediate/intervene/transform 
their modes of existence as the former cope with various uncertainties and risks that 
the world generates and that communication differentiates. Drawing upon the the-
ory of communication developed by the social systems theorist, Niklas Luhmann, 
the paper will elucidate and elaborate this perspective through an examination of 
the long-term transformation of the mode of such mutual opening up/becoming by 
human beings and the material culture of their potentialities that took place in the 
Jomon and the Yayoi periods of Japan between 13000 Cal BC and AD 250/300.

Keywords Material culture · Transformation · Communication · Luhmann · Jomon · 
Yayoi

Introduction

This paper puts forward a novel perspective on the explanation and understanding of 
the long-term transformation of material culture by critically connecting some fruits 
of the ‘material culture turn’ in archaeology (e.g. Hicks 2010) with the sociologist 
and social systems theorist Niklas Luhmann’s theory of communication systems 
(Luhmann 1995, 2012, 2013).

One characteristic shared by a proportion of the proponents of the ‘material 
culture turn’ is the emphasis on symmetrical relationships between human beings 
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and material culture. We have had a large number of nuanced theoretical attempts 
to capture the essence of a symmetrical relationship between human and mate-
rial beings (e.g. Olsen 2010; Hodder 2012), and the widely shared points can be 
paraphrased thus:

(a) the human–material encounter makes certain faculties and potentialities of 
human beings and material culture, that is, their faculties and potentialities of 
bringing transformations of various natures, scales and temporalities to them-
selves and to the world, realized, and

(b) how this mutual constitution/realization, or mutual ‘opening up’, that constitutes 
and reveals their faculties and potentialities as a unified process (Heidegger 1993 
[1960]) comes about can be safely assumed to be significantly constituted by the 
context in which such an encounter takes place and a mutual opening up unfolds.

It can be said that the above theses significantly contributed to bringing mate-
rial culture, one of the definitional subjects of the discipline of archaeology, back 
to the focus of our attention; material culture is ‘active’ not only in that it can 
actively and strategically be mobilized by human ‘agents’ to conduct their acts 
and realize the consequences they desire (e.g. Hodder 1982), but in that it has its 
own ‘agency’ that can influence the way in which human beings live their lives 
(Gell 1998). After all, as so-called speculative realist philosophers such as Gra-
ham Harman (2011) emphasize, material things have certain elements and prop-
erties which human beings can never grasp or perceive, hence human beings are 
never quite able to access and gain control over such elements. At the same time, 
material things are transformed with or without any human interventions/encoun-
ters, and the transformed elements that can never be grasped or perceived by 
human beings might transform the ways in which human beings feel, think and/or 
do things, with or without them knowing it.

How to incorporate this newly recognized ‘independence’ of material culture 
into our archaeological endeavor is now widely recognized as an important chal-
lenge for archaeologists (cf. Olsen et al. 2012). I would particularly like to argue 
that how we relate this to our making sense of changes and transformation that 
we recognize archaeologically in past material evidence and that we reconstruct 
in past human behavior is of crucial importance, because, as material culture is 
a definitional subject of archaeology, the ability to deal with long-term change/
transformation is also what makes archaeology unique in human and social 
sciences.

However, long-term change/transformation is the topic which is given insuf-
ficient attention, and sometimes virtually ignored, in its morphological-stylistic 
characteristics in particular, by prominent proponents of the material culture turn 
in archaeology (e.g. Olsen 2010); although it has to be emphasized that they do 
not ignore the importance of temporality and change completely. For instance, 
in his seminal work, Bjørnar Olsen touches upon differential categories/units 
of temporality/duration in relation to the ways in which they are memorialized 
through materialization. However, he does not connect them to the temporal 
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change/transformation of material culture items themselves (Olsen 2010, pp. 
107–128; and the index of this volume does not include such words as ‘change’ 
and ‘transformation’: see Olsen 2010, pp. 197–201).

Let me consider the work of another influential figure. In his innovative 
work on the symmetrical relationship between humans and things, Ian Hodder 
emphasizes the crucial importance of the ‘selective context’ (Hodder 2012, pp. 
145–146, especially the first paragraph of p. 146) for the explanation of changes 
in human–material interconnection/interdependence (which he describes as 
‘entanglement’). In such a selective context, according to Hodder, various mate-
rial cultural and human behavioral traits gain differential degrees of persistence 
through a somewhat Darwinian evolutionary selective process, and such differ-
ences, emerged between the entangled mental, material and behavioral units in 
their functional efficiency, make the sustenance of a certain entanglement difficult 
(he puts it thus: ‘small things do go wrong every now and then’: Hodder 2012, 
p. 200), leading to a change or changes in what things are entangled and in the 
way they are entangled (Hodder 2012, pp. 145–146). Deriving from this model, 
Hodder further argues that mental, material and human behavioral change/trans-
formation can be understood as the contingent, sequential changes of the emer-
gent potentiality of entanglements (Hodder 2012, pp. 179–205). However, in his 
detailed case studies describing how certain events/trends led to a sequence of 
changes in the way the ever-changing range of things, human thoughts and behav-
ioral patterns were entangled (cf. Hodder 2012, Chapter  9), causal processes 
between what went wrong and what reactions took place, and why certain reac-
tions rather than others stayed/became adopted are not satisfactorily specified. 
Hodder elegantly shows the co-occurrence of changes between mental, material, 
and behavioral units. However, when it comes to the specification of the cause(s), 
his argument remains inferential, and the procedure he adopts is haphazard. 
These problems, I would argue, significantly derive from his failure to sufficiently 
theorize the way in which the ‘selective context’ (mentioned above) constitutes/
influences the way certain mental, material and behavioral units were causally 
entangled. (We shall remedy this particular problem by introducing the sociolo-
gist Niklas Luhmann’s theory of communication systems: see below.)

After all, what we would like to identify, when we do archaeology in the hope 
of obtaining wisdom for the present and for the future, is a patterned/recurrent 
causal connection between different categories of happenings, both the mental 
and the material, and Hodder’s attempt at relating the symmetrical relationality 
between things and humans to its historical long-term transformation, one of the 
most advanced and sophisticated, falls short of realizing this objective.

In order to tackle the issue of long-term material culture change and transforma-
tion, I would like to translate/transform the theses concerning how to grasp symmet-
rical relationships between human and material beings mentioned above as follows:

(x) the human–material encounter is the continuous, mutual creation of differences, 
that is, differences between what human beings and material culture were like 
at Time T and what they are like at Time T + 1 (such process can be described 
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as ‘becoming’: see Deleuze and Guattari 1987), and some such differences con-
stitute problems which human beings need to react to and cope with, and

(y) the way such differences and problems emerge, and the way human beings react 
to and cope with them are significantly constituted by the context in which such 
emergences and coping take place.

By ontologically premising them, I would like to tentatively lay out the theoreti-
cal premise of and tasks for this paper thus:

(1) human individuals would have coped with various sets of issues and difficulties, 
and such coping would have constituted the manner in which they thought and 
did things, that is, perceiving the sources of those issues and difficulties and 
handling them, and would have shaped the things which helped their coping, 
that is, material items of various characters and scales;

(2) we have to situate such copings, their material mediation, and the mutual becom-
ing of human individuals and material items in their unique spatio-temporal 
contexts/domains, often taking the form of communication systems (for the defi-
nition of the concept given by Niklas Luhmann, see below);

(3) we have to understand how such contexts, or communication systems, are con-
stituted by/connected to what factors, and how;

(4) we have to investigate the transformation of the mode of the mutual becoming 
of human beings and material culture in relation to the long-term transformation 
of individual communication systems, their socio-cultural/natural environments, 
and the way in which they were interconnected.

As illustrated later, I find the sociologist Niklas Luhmann’s theory of communica-
tion systems one of the most effective guiding frameworks for such an undertaking 
(Luhmann 1995, 2012, 2013), particularly in terms of understanding the concrete 
mechanism and the process of the constitution of the ‘selective context’ mentioned 
above (Hodder 2012, pp. 145–146) and causal contextuality of the mutual becoming 
of human beings and material culture (tasks 2 and 3 above) and the mechanism of 
the transformation of material culture in terms of the transformation of the mode of 
the mutual becoming of human being and material being (task 4).

It has to be noted that Luhmann’s conceptualization of communication systems 
is quite close to John Barrett’s concept of ‘fields of discourse’ (Barrett 1988). Luh-
mann’s theory is widely recognized as one of the grand social theories (Joas and 
Knöbl 2009), standing side by side with the structuration theory of Anthony Gid-
dens (Giddens 1984) and the theory of communicative action of Jürgen Habermas 
(Habermas 1984). Focusing on the elements of this grand theoretical framework 
which I draw upon, they effectively expand the horizon covered by Barrett’s. Bar-
rett’s fields of discourse theory focuses on the way society and sociality are consti-
tuted through the recursive movement of individual agents through a certain range of 
the fields of discourse constituting a social whole (Barrett 1988). In that sense, Bar-
rett’s theory is not necessarily designed to address issues concerning the diachronic 
process and mechanism of the long-term transformation of society. Luhmann’s 
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theory, as I will illustrate below, includes a framework that theorizes in detail how 
communication systems change/transform themselves through selectively reacting to 
what happens to their respective environments (consisting of the other systems and 
various other social and natural environmental factors).

Admittedly, Luhmann does not pay sufficient attention to the way communication 
is mediated, made possible, and constituted by material culture, and to the way such 
mediation of, support for, and constitution of communication by material culture 
transforms material culture itself. Therefore, an important task to be undertaken in 
the explication of the theoretical framework which the current paper draws upon in 
the next chapter is to firmly connect his theory to material culture.

Theoretical Framework

Niklas Luhmann, the sociologist who established an advanced systemic theoreti-
cal paradigm for the explanation and understanding of society and social phenom-
ena (Luhmann 1995, 2012, 2013), grasps that any entity which can be described 
as a system reproduces itself. Such entities, according to Luhmann, include living 
organisms, human minds (Luhmann calls them ‘psychic systems’), communications, 
organizations and societies (Luhmann 1995, Introduction). He also grasps that such 
self-reproduction goes on by the system continuously differentiating itself from its 
environment by selectively reacting to the differences generated in its environment 
(Luhmann 1995, chapters  4 and 5). In other words, a system reproduces itself by 
reducing the complexity of the world that the system itself differentiates. A system 
does so by reproducing the boundary between itself and its environment, and uses it 
as a filter with which to both shut out information on certain differences generated 
in the environment as noises, and to let through information on certain differences 
generated in the environment as being significant. Importantly, the differentiation of 
information into the ‘noise’ and ‘significant’ categories is made in a self-referential 
manner, that is, made by referring to how such differentiation was undertaken by 
itself in the past, and the functional value of the differentiation is determined by 
whether a differentiation is useful or harmful for the reproduction of a given system. 
This is revealed only through the subsequent operation of the system, and is evalu-
ated in terms of whether the differentiation contributes to the reproduction of the 
system and how.

This and the following explication might make the reader wonder if there is any 
relevance in Luhmann’s theorization to the archaeological study of material cul-
ture and materiality. In fact, there is plenty: the complexity of the environment of a 
communication, which the communication reduces to make it manageable, is com-
prised of material differences ranging from expressions of emotions through port-
able material items to environmental–topographical features, all of which have the 
quality of ‘being in place’ (see Olsen 2010, pp. 158–160). The boundary of a com-
munication system is marked with such material differences as certain words and 
gestures, as well as material items. Additionally, all the material differences involved 
in the reproduction of a communication as the boundary markers and that exist-
ing as the material components of the environment are mutually linked in various 
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and ever-changing ways and transformed through communication (Olsen 2010, pp. 
158–160). The mutual ‘opening up’ of human beings and material culture, and their 
‘becoming’ (mentioned above), can be captured in its concrete nature in this manner.

Luhmann grasps that communication is a system which reproduces itself in the 
aforementioned manner. According to him, communication consists of three compo-
nents: information, expression, and understanding. A piece of information is chosen 
by him/her (the ‘ego’) to be expressed. The ego chooses how to express it to his/her 
counterpart (the ‘alter’). In perceiving the expression chosen by the ego, the alter 
chooses to perceive it to be a certain expression for communication and chooses 
how to make sense of that expression, which takes the form of a material differ-
ence which is generated in the world. That ‘making sense’ takes the form of choos-
ing how to connect the expression as a signifier to what is signified. Then the alter 
chooses how to react to what s/he understands.

Luhmann’s grasping/theorization as to how communication works implies the 
following. His whole argument is highly complex, so let us itemize the points rel-
evant to the investigation and argumentation to follow:

 (1) the ego cannot know what choice the alter would make when the ego initiates 
a communication;

 (2) the ego cannot know what choice the alter made when the alter reacts to ego’s 
expression: the ego can only estimate/infer whether what ego meant was under-
stood by the alter;

 (3) what the ego can do is to assume what ego meant was understood/not under-
stood by the alter and choose how to react to the alter’s expression reacting to 
ego’s initial expression;

 (4) in this way, communication continues;
 (5) in the continuation of communication, as the above shows, no one involved in 

it can be sure if they understand one another;
 (6) in actuality, the continuation of communication takes the form of an expres-

sion (e.g. actions, utterances, gestures, facial expressions, and so on) being 
connected to the next, and to the next, and to the next …;

 (7) in order for a communication to continue, those who are involved in it need 
to have expectation as to how the alter would react to her/his expression and 
expectation of expectation as to how the alter expects him/her to act in a given 
circumstance and in reaction to the alter’s expression (the combination of the 
expectation and the expectation of expectation is hereinafter simply called the 
expectations [in italic]);

 (8) this is particularly so when a communication has to be re-initiated after a cer-
tain length of interval;

 (9) it is relatively easy to share the expectations when those who are involved in a 
certain communication are fixed (i.e., stay unchanged) and the communication 
takes place frequently, because the expectations can be generated through the 
communication itself and they are internalized through the communication;

 (10) the sharing of the expectations becomes difficult when the experiences of those 
who communicate with one another, or their biographies, vary;
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 (11) the sharing of the expectations also becomes difficult when those who com-
municate are not fixed and their communication takes place infrequently;

 (12) in order for the expectations to be established and maintained, they need to 
be connected to certain symbolic material media/material differences (certain 
mental, material and behavioral units become ‘entangled’ this way through 
a communication that works as a ‘selective context’ in Hodder’s sense: see 
above);

 (13) such symbolic material media are often that which mark the boundary between 
a communication and its environment;

 (14) such symbolic media became generated, transformed and/or discarded/disap-
peared as the following factors changed: (A) the rate of the unfixed-ness/fluidity 
of those who are involved in a range of communications; (B) the frequency of 
their occurrence; and (C) the scale of the spatio-temporal horizon which the 
communication needs to cover.

By adopting this framework we can examine in a concrete manner the process of 
the mutual constitution/opening up by material and human beings of their particu-
lar properties and potentialities, and that generates certain ‘issues’, or difficulties in 
the continuation of communication, with which those who communicate then have 
to cope. Such issues often emerge in forms that are unexpected/unpredictable. The 
beginning of the procurement and consumption of new resources (new things and 
new beliefs), for instance, would have generated new types of unexpected/unpre-
dictable happenings in the form of new types of physical accidents, resource short-
ages, and conflicts. To cope with them, both the human and material beings have to 
become different from their former selves/states. Such coping takes the form of the 
mutual opening up that continually occurs through communication, so as to reduce 
the complexity of its environment, which is a prominent source of such uncertainties 
and risks.

The case study that follows can be characterized as an attempt to trace the long-
term history of such coping by human and material beings with changing uncertain-
ties and risks through the mutual opening up of their properties and potentialities, or 
through their becoming.

Case Study

Let us now examine how changes that happened in the course of the long-term his-
torical trajectory from the Jomon to the Yayoi period in the Japanese archipelago 
can be explained and understood through the adoption of the concepts and frame-
work illustrated above. An especial focus is placed upon pottery, one of the most 
common material items that archaeologists study (Fig. 1).
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The Jomon Period

The Jomon period of Japan is famous for its highly sophisticated hunter-gatherer 
communities (e.g. Habu 2004). However, in its Incipient and Initial Phases (c. 
13000 ~ 10000 cal BC, and 10000 ~ 5000 cal BC, respectively: Kudo 2012), broadly 
co-terminous with the earlier Holocene, the settlement distribution and the ephem-
erality of the dwellings within those settlements, along with the hunting-tool-domi-
nated lithic assemblage, suggest that highly mobile lifeways were pursued by small-
scale communities (e.g. Imamura 1996, pp. 56–57, 88–91). The gradual shift to a 
sedentary way of life began at the end of the Initial phase, around 5000 BC, and 
from the Middle phase on, from around 3500 BC, a collector-system-type mobil-
ity mode (Binford 1980, pp. 10–13) appears to have developed: large settlements, 
probably functioning as ‘bases’, were located at fairly regular intervals, surrounded 
by much smaller settlements (Taniguchi 2005). A set of one large settlement and a 
number of small settlements surrounding it appears to have formed a loosely-defined 
territorial unit, possibly occupied by a corporate grouping of some sort (Taniguchi 
2005). The ‘base’ type settlements (hereinafter ‘base settlements’) typically took a 
circular form, with the central burial area surrounded by concentric circular zones 
occupied by various features, including storage facilities, facilities for ritual pur-
poses, and pit dwellings (Fig. 2). The ‘satellite’ type settlements (hereafter ‘satellite 
settlements’) sometimes yield different tool-kit-type assemblages from one another 
(e.g. Kani 1993; Kobayashi 2004, pp. 113–116). They may have been permanently 
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Fig. 1  Jomon and Yayoi pottery: a Early Middle Jomon (Katsusaka style) vessel from Pit dwelling No. 
33, Tama new-town, site No. 245 (from Tokyo Metropolitan Centre for Buried Cultural Properties 1988, 
p. 135, Figure 110); b Late Middle Yayoi (Yayoi IV phase) vessel from the Shimizukaze site, Nara Pre-
fecture (from Society of Yamato Yayoi Culture 2003, p. 122, Fig. 62)
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inhabited, with the occupants relying heavily on particular subsistence resources, 
but it is also possible that they were inhabited during a particular season or seasons 
when people, who otherwise lived at the bases, visited to procure season-specific 
resources.

The concentric circular zones comprising the base settlements are commonly 
divided into radial segments (Fig. 2), leading to the inference that clan/lineage-type 
corporate groups, comprising a larger corporate grouping (which some might call 
‘tribal’) lived together at the base settlements during certain periods of the year, bur-
ying their dead, conducting communal ceremonies, and exchanging goods and peo-
ple; at other times such groups lived separately from one another at their respective 
satellite settlements (e.g. Mizoguchi 2002, pp. 102–105; cf. Taniguchi 2005). It has 
also been pointed out that at some examples of such large bases, where the radial 
segments are marked by stone settings (e.g. Miyao 1999), certain orientation axes 
marked by them point to the rising and/or setting of the sun on the solstices and/
or equinoxes, or to prominent landscape features such as mountain peaks (Miyao 

Pillared structures

Pillared structures

Burial pits

Burial pits

Two rows of burials

Storage pits and pit
dwellings to the outside

Storage pits and pit
dwellings to the outside0 10m

Fig. 2  The Nishida site (the Middle Jomon phase), Iwate Prefecture (from Iwate Prefectural Board of 
Education 1980). Pillared buildings are likely to have been either storage facilities or, a speculative infer-
ence has it, mortuary practice-related facilities, such as for excarnation
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1999). Such spatial divisions, their markings, and their connection with prominent 
landscape features and with the movement of heavenly bodies, would have enabled 
the generation and maintenance of the expectations, and those connections would 
have constituted the way in which the becoming of those who inhabited the base 
type settlements and the material items they used (including the pottery) unfolded. 
We shall come back to this point below.

In terms of the reproduction of communication, the mobile lifeways of the Incipi-
ent and Initial Jomon phases—or Earlier Jomon period (hereafter EJ)—would have 
confined the daily horizon of communication to individual band-like groups in 
which the daily face-to-face confirmation and maintenance of the expectations of a 
common understanding would have been possible. From the final phase of the Initial 
Jomon period onward, datable around 5000 BC, in what we call the Later Jomon 
period (hereafter LJ) in this paper, the sharing by the whole community—occupy-
ing a territorial unit and possibly comprising a non-residential corporate, or ‘tribal’, 
grouping—of the expectations would have become a prominent difficulty, or an 
‘issue’, to be coped with. The procurement of seasonal resources at different locales, 
probably undertaken by differently organised groups in terms of age and gender 
composition, and possibly comprising more than two corporate group segments 
(some might prefer to call them ‘lineages’ or ‘sub-lineages’: see Mizoguchi 2002, 
pp. 102–105; cf. Taniguchi 2005), would have resulted in the formation of mutually 
distinct seasonal communicative domains in which different sets of communication 
systems were reproduced (Fig.  3). Furthermore, the natural environmental items/
resources that were encountered, procured and processed would also have been dif-
ferent between such domains, respectively forming distinct seasonal resource locales 
(Fig. 3). All these factors would have made the sharing of the expectations amongst 
the members of a territorial, non-residential corporate grouping extremely difficult.

In order to overcome the difficulties involved in the sharing of the expectations 
across such communicative domains, and amongst the members of a whole com-
munity, the generation of a sense of ‘connectedness’ or ‘oneness’, which is well 
captured by the concept of ‘mystical participation’ proposed by the French philos-
opher-sociologist-anthropologist Lucien Levi-Bruhl (1923), would have been essen-
tial (Fig. 3). The concept of ‘mystical participation’ can be understood thus: certain 
categories of everything—that is, human beings, animals, plants, landscape features 
and, importantly, certain feelings, words and concepts—constituting the lifeworld 
are causally connected to one another. Such feelings and perspectives would have 
been generated and enhanced through moving from one resource locale/communi-
cative domain to the next regularly and repeatedly, encountering different environ-
ments, and coping with different sets of uncertainties and the risks generated by 
them (Fig.  3). Such experiences, sequential and cyclical at the same time, would 
have made all feelings, words, concepts, and material differences metaphorically 
connectable and mutually transformable (Fig. 3). I would argue that it is the sense 
and feeling of oneness and mystical participation (Levi-Bruhl 1923) that character-
izes the way that human individuals and non-human entities and/or abstract phe-
nomena—including not only material items but also animals, plants and feelings, 
notions and concepts—opened-up each other’s potentialities in the LJ.
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For instance, repetitive motions employed for the execution of design patterns 
characterize the material culture of the Later Jomon period. From the beginning of 
the LJ onward (from around 5000 BC), the surface of pottery began to be divided 
into regularly-spaced design panels which were filled with repeat patterns; a variety 
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Fig. 3  Differentiation and distribution of communicative domains of the Later Jomon, a diagram: a Early 
Middle Jomon (Katsusaka style) vessel from Pit dwelling No. 33, Tama new-town No. 245 site (from 
Tokyo Metropolitan Centre for Buried Cultural Properties 1988, p. 135, Figure 110); b from Shakado 
site, Yamanashi Prefecture (from Yamanashi prefectural buried cultural properties centre 1987, Fig-
ure 186-1)
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of living creatures, some quite fantastic, were often represented, not by inscribing 
with pointed tools but by the addition of clay cords (or ridges) (Figs. 3 and 4). Some 
refined specimens had their surfaces completely covered/inhabited by (the represen-
tations of) different creatures and by the features of unknown (to us unidentifiable) 

Fig. 4  Jomon pottery (the Early Middle Jomon phase): a with the contours and boundaries between vari-
ous creatures/entities utterly blurred. Pit dwelling No. 32, the 3rd excavation, Tonai site, Nagano pre-
fecture (from Higuchi, et al. 2011, Figure 92); b with the depiction of a chimera-like human-something 
Height: 26.5 cm. Hayashioji site, Kanagawa prefecture (from Taniguchi 2005, Figure 7-1)
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identities (Figs. 3 and 4). They were represented as distinct entities, but they occu-
pied the design horizon/panel side by side with no gap in between. The design pan-
els on the body of a pot were quite often spatially matched and marked by wavy 
units of the rim (Fig. 3b); sometimes protrusions were added. There are rare speci-
mens that explicitly, but in a highly abstract manner, represent the human (female) 
body (Fig. 4b). In some cases, creatures were attached as if emerging from the inside 
of the vessel (Fig. 4a); cases like this suggest that the whole vessel was created as 
embodying a world inhabited by those creatures.

It is as if the lifeworld of the potters were literally recreated and packed on to the 
walls of the pots; rhythmic and recurrent movements and their tactile experiences, 
two of the basic elements of Later Jomon living-in-the-world experience, were cap-
tured and represented by the repetitive motions involved in creating creatures and/or 
natural features by adding clay cords to the pottery surface, which themselves mimic 
the motion of the natural world (including one’s body). Particular elements of the 
lifeworld that would have been perceived to be significant in one way or another for 
its very existence, were not signified with mere visual signs but with something that 
concretely embodied/materialized those elements themselves.

At this point, it would be useful to compare what we have on the pots with the 
settlements of the period, the base settlements (see above) in particular (Fig. 2). In 
the latter, people buried their dead, encountered their ancestors, stored, processed 
and consumed foods, brought in raw materials and produced tools, met one another, 
married, gave birth, and died. Quite often the central burial area of the large base 
settlements of the period was surrounded by storage facilities (Sasaki 2002). The 
dead were juxtaposed with foodstuffs that themselves had been hunted/procured and 
consumed/killed, and then regenerated through sustaining the life of people. In other 
words, the base settlements of the period formed a locale/container where the things 
comprising the lifeworld transformed their states in a cyclic manner, following the 
cycle of death and regeneration.

It is surely significant that the regularly-spaced wavy rim of the pottery (see 
Fig. 3b) emerged in the beginning of the LJ, and that that very phase also witnessed 
the emergence of the circular, base settlements, whose character as a locale was 
illustrated above. A fair ratio of the pots with regularly-spaced wavy rims and char-
acteristic motifs, illustrated above, are cooking jars (Kobayashi 1994, pp. 133–135). 
In those pots, plants and/or animals, once alive but collected or hunted, were cooked 
and transformed to be consumed by people for the sustenance of their lives and, in 
a way, regenerated their lives. And that cycle of transformation/death and regenera-
tion took place in a pot, that itself formed a ‘micro locale’, which was segmented 
and marked by the waves and protrusions of the rim, like the circular settlements 
were (see Figs. 2 and 3b). In other words, the waves and protrusions of the rim of a 
pot would have embodied how those who inhabited the base settlements organized 
themselves spatially, inhabited the settlement-scape and the landscape, and expe-
rienced their lifeworld through encountering various creatures. And the creatures 
that inhabited that micro locale were depicted in a rhythmic, hence cyclical, man-
ner. The potter brought forth the pottery as the lifeworld itself, and that lifeworld 
opened itself up in the forms of and on the pottery – both through the mediation of 
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the experience of dwelling in the large base settlements, probably experienced as the 
centre of the lifeworld.

Various sexual-organ-shaped items also characterized the LJ, often made of 
fine stones with skin-like smoothness and touch, and produced through repetitive 
and quite persistent pecking and polishing. Many examples of the phallus-shaped 
items bear the trace of repetitive pecking and rubbing as use-wear as well (e.g. Tan-
iguchi 2012). These observations suggest that both the production and the use of 
those items mimicked/enacted sexual intercourse as rhythmic and repetitive bodily 
motions and that such enactment was perceived to be connected to, and the same 
as (as far as the belief of mystical participation went), actual sexual intercourse and 
hence to cause the reproduction of new life. The use (as well as production) of those 
items most often took place at the base settlements, the locale where, as illustrated 
above, the mystical participation (Levi-Bruhl 1923) between various living beings, 
material beings and material differences was realized. This occurred through the 
recursive/cyclical experience of, participation in, and reflection on, death and the 
regeneration of life by the settlement’s inhabitants. Through the experience of dwell-
ing together at the bases, the belief that the mimicking/enactment of sexual inter-
course in the production and use of sexual organ-shaped items caused the reproduc-
tion of life in general would have spread across the lifeworld.

In describing the way in which human and material beings mutually opened up 
their potentialities, it is probably misleading to use words/concepts such as meaning 
and representation. What we are witnessing is not the reduction of the complex-
ity of the natural and the encultured world by signifying its elements with clearly 
bounded/defined material differences; rather, what we see here is participation in 
the web of transformative relations between things, between actions, between things 
and actions, and between things, actions, concepts, and feelings by causing those 
elements of the world to materialize in the form of mutual becoming.

This one-ness and participation-based lifeworld, and the mutual opening up of 
the potentialities of human individuals and material beings were comprised of and 
constituted by a unique combination of factors (see item number 14 of the itemized 
points of Luhmann’s theory of communication systems above) concerning: (a) the 
coexistence of a range of communicative domains (in which distinct sets of com-
munication systems were reproduced); (b) the frequencies and the rhythms of their 
occurrence; (c) the uncertainties and risks they generate; and (d) the material dif-
ferences ranging from material items of various scales and natures to notions and 
concepts taking the form of neuronal–material phenomena (Fig. 3) (cf. Malafouris 
2013). This unique assemblage (see Table 1 below) (cf. De Landa 2006), constitut-
ing the context in which the mutual opening up of the potentialities of human indi-
viduals and material beings took place. This assemblage was drastically transformed 
in the Yayoi period that followed.
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The Yayoi Period

The Yayoi period, marked by the introduction from the southern coastal region of 
the Korean peninsula of systematic rice paddy field agriculture during the first half 
of the first millennium BC, saw the firm establishment of a sedentary way of life, 
rapid population increase, the budding-off of new hamlets from established vil-
lages, and the formation of regional settlement systems across wide areas of west-
ern Japan, each of which comprised a large settlement that increasingly acquired 
‘central-place’ characteristics, and a number of smaller satellite settlements—a pat-
tern formally similar to the preceding one, but on a much more stable, extensive, 
regional scale (Mizoguchi 2013, pp. 102–105).

Let us remind ourselves here that the Jomon people were involved in differ-
ent production and/or procurement activities from one season to the next, and the 
groups involved in the procurement of different natural resources would have been 
differently organised in terms of gender, age, and kin affiliations according to the 
nature and character of what was procured, where and how. Those observations sug-
gest that the Jomon community had to cope with such uncertainties as the annual 
availability of different subsistence resources, each of which had its unique tempo-
rality and spatiality, and that those issues were spatio-temporally distributed wide 
across their lifeworld (Fig. 3). That means that different uncertainties and risks were 
experienced and coped with at a number of different spatio-temporal domains in the 
Jomon period, and it can be safely inferred that those domains would have formed 
distinct communicative domains (for the definition of the concept, see the previous 
section) as well (Fig. 3). The paddy-field rice-farming cycle consists of a sequence 
of activities mostly undertaken in the paddies themselves and in their vicinities 
almost throughout the year, which meant that most of the significant uncertainties 
and risks experienced and coped with were within a fairly limited, confined spa-
tial domain. As wide a range of uncertainties and risks as that in the Jomon period 
would have been experienced in the annual rice-farming cycle, but those would have 
been perceived to be unified under a single issue and objective: how to obtain a 
good rice harvest in the autumn. That would have led to the generation of a unified 
single communicative domain (Fig. 5), dominant over all the other domains of the 

Table 1  The Jomon assemblage

Jomon assemblage

Communicative domains A number of them differentiated by seasonal resource procurement and 
related activities and horizontally distributed

Uncertainties & risks Generated at each of the communicative domains differentiated
Perception of reality Senses of oneness and mystical participation
Material culture Embodying material differences, concepts and human beings in the mode 

of mutual participation and transformation for coping with horizontally 
distributed uncertainties and risks

Characteristics Fantastic creatures, including chimera-like ones, with ambiguous contours, 
created with clay cordons
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Fig. 5  Differentiation and distribution of communicative domains of the Yayoi period, a diagram: a Late Middle 
Yayoi (Yayoi IV phase) vessel from Shimizukaze site, Nara Prefecture (from Fujita 2006, p. 79, Figure 3)
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lifeworld, differentiated and bounded by increasingly fixed and well-defined material 
differences exclusively relevant to the issue and objective of obtaining a good rice 
harvest. And the uncertainties and risks experienced and coped with in that commu-
nicative domain would have become routinised, and the contingencies generated by 
them inevitable. Naturally, the skills and technologies to cope with such predictable 
inevitabilities, the destruction of paddy irrigation systems by a typhoon, droughts, 
and so on, for instance, would have been formed, and communications involved in 
them would have become routinised, well-defined for certain purposes, and formal-
ized (Fig. 5).

As the Yayoi period agricultural innovations prompted rapid population increase 
and the consequent splitting of localised corporate groupings in the form of the bud-
ding-off of corporate group segments to new locations suitable for constructing new 
rice paddies, so it would have made the getting together of all members of individual 
corporate groups increasingly difficult (Mizoguchi 2013, pp. 119–135).

Now we have two trends being enhanced concurrently: one, the increasing for-
malisation of technologies with which to cope with certain contingencies gener-
ated as risks associated with the rice paddy-field farming way of life, and the other, 
increasing difficulty in the reproduction of the expectations necessary for the repro-
duction of intra- and inter-corporate group communications. The combination of 
these trends appears to have caused some important changes in the way in which 
human and material beings mutually opened-up their potentialities. In terms of com-
parison with the earlier, Jomon, pottery the disappearance of human, animal and 
other fantastic figures formed by adding clay on pottery surfaces, and the emergence 
in the Yayoi, instead, of inscribed pictorial figures is a prominent and, as argued 
below, highly significant development (see Fig. 5a).

The inscription of pictorial figures on the surface of specific pottery shape-types, 
on bronze, and other ritual implements began in the early Middle Yayoi period 
(around 200/100 BC), and reached its zenith in the second half of the Middle Yayoi 
period (around AD 1) (Fig. 5a). Inscribed figures on these media include animals 
(both mammals and amphibians), fish, birds, insects, humans, material items and 
buildings (see Mizoguchi 2013, pp. 166–180).

Like its Jomon equivalent, Yayoi pottery itself was a significant medium for the 
expression of material differences. We have numerous examples in which a single 
inscribed figure was made on the surface. We also have examples, less common 
than the above, in which some inscribed figures, often depicting different entities, 
were juxtaposed as if depicting a certain episodic scene. Finally, there are rare cases 
in which such depictions of episodic scenes were juxtaposed on the surface as if 
forming a materialized sequential narrative (see Fig. 5a as a pottery example). That 
almost all the singly depicted entities made their appearance in the depiction of an 
episodic scene or a sequence of episodes suggests that the singly inscribed entities 
would also have represented, or at least evoked, a whole episode of a narrative struc-
ture (Harunari 1991). In other words, those inscriptions made on the surface of pots 
singly or in combination would have represented a well-defined system of meaning.

One significant element of those inscribed figures is that they include some defi-
nite depictions of priest-like figures apparently conducting ritual acts (Fig. 5a). In 
some such examples, priest-like figures hold a halberd and a seal, suggesting that 
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the rituals included mock battles (an inference supported by the presence of various 
types of weapon-shaped items made of wood: see e.g. Okayama Municipal Board of 
Education 2005). Ethnographic examples from Asian rice-farming areas show that 
such mock battles were conducted against evil spirits disrupting the growth of rice, 
or to encourage the growth of rice by threatening its spirit (e.g. Iwata 1970). In any 
case these inscribed figures are likely to depict actual scenes of ritual activities. This 
seems to me to mark a fundamental departure from the way that human- and mate-
rial beings had opened up their potentialities to one another during the preceding 
Jomon.

First of all, those inscriptions were made on the smoothed surface. In the case of 
Jomon pottery, such a surface was (perceived as) dwelt in/inhabited by creatures, 
suggesting that it was created and perceived as a micro-locale/microcosm itself, in 
which creatures inhabiting the lifeworld and features comprising the physical struc-
ture of the lifeworld were recreated. In stark contrast to that, the Yayoi pottery sur-
face functions as a blank canvas on which signifiers of something else, including not 
only entities such as creatures and features but also actions such as ritual conduct, 
were inscribed.

The ‘inscription-as-signification’ would not have generated an ever-growing 
network of mutually mystically-participating people, plants, insects, animals, top-
ographical features, and so on, but rather restricted the potential growth of the 
network of meaning and reduced the complexity generated by the possibility of 
polysemous readings. Ritual is an intentional act with clear objectives, and often 
designed to intervene in a particular chain of causes leading to the realization of 
a particular state of an element/elements of the lifeworld, even if the manner of 
its execution is often traditionalized and routinized. If we call the former—the 
mode which characterizes Jomon pottery—the ‘expansion/shamanistic’ mode, 
and the latter—the mode that characterizes Yayoi pottery—the ‘reduction/priest-
like’ mode, the expansion mode embodies symmetrical relations between people, 
plants, insects, topographical features, and so on, whereas the reduction mode 
signifies asymmetrical relations between human beings and the other beings that 
are depicted, in which human beings are given a privileged position. Priest-like 
figures are depicted there to be perceived to perform, on behalf of others, the 
acts which influence the way others are depicted, that is, animals, insects and so 
on, and how they behave/live their lives. And this asymmetry would have been 
extended to the relationship between those who displayed the pots and those who 
were shown them. The former would have brought the pottery into a certain set-
ting with the intention of displaying the causal connection between the act and 
its supposed outcome(s), and the latter came into that setting and saw that depic-
tion of the cause–effect relationship; the latter are likely to have perceived that 
relationship as a result of the effort of the former, leading to the generation and 
consolidation of hierarchical social relations.

Inscription is a type of reductive bodily action that is opposed in some way 
to the spirit of mystical participation; inscription cannot be connected to any 
concrete bodily movements such as sexual intercourse but only to itself, and is 
a uniquely specifically purposeful act, suitable for signifying something specific. 
Indeed, inscribed lines are suitable for bounding things and marking a space out 
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of an undifferentiated, and potentially unlimited, horizon. In that sense, inscrip-
tion is an act uniquely suitable for reducing the complexity of the world, compris-
ing every thing (both living and non-living) and every concept. In other words, it 
is unfit for expanding the web of connections between things, between concepts, 
between things and concepts, and between things, concepts and acts by blurring 
differences between them—that is, all that is emphasized in the earlier, Jomon 
pottery: the above-mentioned expanding web of connections supporting the sense 
of oneness, which, as I argued above, was the ultimate backbone of the reality 
of the Jomon. The fact that, in the Yayoi period, inscription and the ‘reduction’ 
mode that crept into the horizon of material expression suggests that the reality of 
the lifeworld changed in a fundamental way. What happened?

It is particularly interesting to point out that the pots on which a scene of ritual 
conduct was inscribed were themselves those that would have been used on ritual 
occasions, meaning that the inscribed entities signified what was to be conducted 
in the presence of the pictorial representation of that very conduct. It suggests 
that the inscription and the depicted scene instructed those who were co-present 
with the pot with its inscribed entities concerning how to act. The ritual conduct 
itself signified a prayer for something, and that signification would have relied 
upon the concept of, or belief in, mystical participation. However, the inscription 
signified the meaning of the ritual conduct by depicting the visual appearance 
of such conduct itself. Here we can see the shift in the nature of material culture 
from the embodiment of a diverse range of what is (perceived to be) significant 
for the continuation of the lifeworld to the signification of an increasingly limited 
range of entities and well-defined human acts (perceived to be) significant for the 
well-being of the lifeworld. By this point in the Yayoi period, material culture is 
used to instruct people concerning how to behave and communicate and how to 
share what specific expectations.

Concluding Remarks

In the transition from the Jomon to the Yayoi periods, the way in which human 
and material beings mutually opened up their potentialities was significantly 
constituted and transformed through the transformation of the way communica-
tion took place and was sustained by coping with issues that the communication 
itself—as well as the environment, both social and natural—generated. Human 
individuals, plants, animals, material items including topographic/landscape fea-
tures and all the material differences were networked and mutually influenced 
their states of existence differently between different communicative domains (in 
each of which a distinct set of communication systems were reproduced), and the 
way they were networked would have been differently stabilized/oscillated/trans-
formed according to the different frequencies and rhythms in which they took 
place, and according to the different degrees of connectedness between a certain 
communicative domain and a certain locality.

The long-term history of the mutual opening up by human and material 
beings of their potentialities from the Japanese Jomon through the Yayoi periods 
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witnessed, as mentioned above, a shift from one combination/assemblage (cf. De 
Landa 2006) of the factors (concerning the range of communicative domains co-
existing; the frequencies and the rhythms of their occurrence; the uncertainties 
and risks they generated; the material differences ranging from material items of 
various scales and natures to concepts and notions) to another.

The Jomon assemblage (Fig. 3 and Table 1) consisted of a wide range of com-
municative domains (differentiated by different subsistence resource-procurement 
activities), and each of these domains had to cope with a unique set of uncertain-
ties and risks generated by the unique group organization and structure (in terms 
of gender and age groupings; the unique behavioural pattern of the animal/plant 
to be procured; the unique set of material differences; the weather; the topogra-
phy of the terrain; and so on) that the group had to deal with. Such assemblages 
networked the human and material agents and all the other material differences 
involved in the reproduction of those communicative domains in a way which 
flexibly expanded the range of entities and factors to be networked and blurred 
their causal connectivity. Human and material agents, and all the other material 
differences, opened up their potentialities in a manner which can be characterized 
as ‘participation’, and probably ‘shamanistic’; everything involved in the repro-
duction of the extant communicative domains was understood to be the cause 
of everything else. Therefore, the production of material items itself appears to 
have been undertaken as the creation/reproduction of a certain part/element of 
the world, and the bodily actions involved in the production, and human beings, 
animals and other creatures depicted on material items, all had something to do 
with the reproduction of life: the bodily actions captured elements of sexual inter-
course, and the creatures depicted embodied the death and regeneration of life.

The range of different communicative domains of which the Yayoi assemblage 
(see Fig. 5 and Table 2) consisted would have been as wide as that of the Jomon 
equivalent. However, the adoption of rice paddy-field agriculture opened up a sin-
gle year-round communicative domain that dominated the spatio-temporal organ-
ization of all the communicative horizons forming the lifeworld. The issues the 
communicative horizons had to deal with became hierarchized as the uncertain-
ties generated by the failure of certain elements of rice farming and other activi-
ties to sustain the society would have become hierarchized according to the dif-
ferent degrees of damage they caused to the sustaining of the society (Fig. 5: U-R 
hierarchy). Accordingly, uncertainties—or ‘risks’—became causally predictable, 
and the communicative domains which had to deal with certain risks became for-
malized and the material items mobilized in such horizons came to bear instruc-
tional signs for the exact conduct of formalized (ritualistic) communicative acts. 
Hence the surface of the pottery became a blank canvas where detailed signs 
depicting the conduct by priest-type individuals of ritual actions or narratives of 
causal implications for coping with uncertainties were inscribed.

We should not make the mistake of assuming that this shift was universally cor-
related with a shift from the hunting-foraging to the agricultural way of life. This 
shift should rather be correlated with the shift from a lifeworld consisting of a wide 
range of communicative domains distributed differently across the cycle of the year 
with their interrelationship horizontally/non-hierarchically constituted to a lifeworld 
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consisting of hierarchically distributed communicative horizons amongst which one 
or a small number were dominant in terms of the way they were causally connected. 
The latter made the signification/instructional potentiality of material culture come 
forth, whereas the former made the material potentiality of embodying and encour-
aging mutually participatory connections/networkings come forth. In other words, 
the Jomon assemblage in which human–material relations were situated and consti-
tuted was internally symmetrical in terms of causalities (Table 1), whereas the Yayoi 
assemblage was internally hierarchical in terms of the signification of certain inten-
tions imposed by certain individuals/groups (Table 2).

In conclusion, I should like to emphasize that the examination of how material 
culture transformation was correlated with the shift from a lifeworld consisting of 
a wide range of communicative domains distributed differently across the cycle of 
the year, with their interrelationship horizontally/non-hierarchically constituted, to a 
lifeworld consisting of hierarchically-distributed communicative horizons, amongst 
which one or a small number were dominant in terms of the way they were causally 
connected, is a meaningful and concrete-enough way to investigate the way human 
beings and material culture mutually open-up their potentialities and transform 
them.
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Table 2  The Yayoi assemblage

Yayoi assemblage

Communicative domains A single domain, consisting of a sequence of episodes, differentiated by 
annual rice farming cycle

Uncertainties & risks Generated as a hierarchy of risks of different degrees of seriousness
Perception of reality Well-defined risks responded to and treated in routinsed and formalised man-

ners
Material culture Signifying/instructing how to behave in coping with hierarchically distributed, 

well-defined risks
Characteristics Inscribed human, animal and insect figures and buildings depicting episodic 

scenes including ritual conduct
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